TITLE: Retention & Expansion of Economic Development Opportunities
at Keystone Heights Airport, Bradford & Clay Counties through Broadband & Road Access Improvements

Please see Attachment: Page 2, Section 1-A "Detailed Description"

Please see Attachment: Page 2, Section 1-B "Public Infrastructure Location"
Keystone Heights Airport, 7100 Airport Road, Starke, FL 32091

Attachment: Page 2, Section 1-A “Detailed Description”
The proposed public infrastructure improvements detailed in this grant application will provide
a tremendous enhancement to a rural sub-region’s greatest asset—the Keystone Heights
Airport (KHA). The KHA is uniquely positioned in that the airport campus covers two counties
(Bradford and Clay counties) and one city (Keystone Heights); as a result, this project will
directly benefit the job growth, local economies, and the residents of three communities.
Moreover, there is an existing Interlocal Agreement among the three parties governing their
relationships and responsibilities as they relate to the airport and it’s development; the parties
are developing an updated Interlocal Agreement in response to this grant opportunity (please
see attachments to this section). Bradford County is the actual applicant and is located within a
Rural Area of Opportunity (RAO); additional partners for this application include Clay County
and the City of Keystone Heights which both comprise significant portions of rural geography
and similar economic metrics.
The project proposes to include two public infrastructure facility developments: (1)
Development of an Access Road off the only airport entrance road and (2) Significant
enhancement of Broadband through the installation of Fiber Optic facilities located directly on
the airport. This project will enable existing airport-based businesses to benefit as well as
enable a vast amount of highly developable land to be “opened-up” for business recruitment in
at least three (3) Qualified Targeted Industries for the State of Florida including
Aviation/Aerospace, InfoTech, and a range of potential Manufacturing and Advanced
Manufacturing opportunities.
While a highly defined Return on Investment (ROI) for the overall project is difficult considering
the expansive opportunities provided through increasing the access to developable
properties/sites (over 1,300 acres), the project forecasts a minimum of 160 new jobs generating
approximately an annual employment impact of $7.2 million and a capital investment
projection of approximately $16.4 million over the next 3-4 years. Given the total grant
application is for $2.3 million dollars, the forecasted total employment and CAPEX ROI is
anticipated to be 10:1. The project anticipates serving as a catalyst for a minimum of 3-4 new
aviation-based, and/or manufacturing-based companies that will generate a minimum of 160
new jobs over the next 3-4 years, attracting a minimum of between $15-20 million in new
capital investment; in addition to three definitive expansion plans (described later in the grant),
an annual employment impact of $7,200,000 is anticipated. This is based on the lowest
projected salaries ($45,000) multiplied by a conservative 160 new jobs. This does not even take
into account the revenue increases related to fuel, taxable property, sales taxes, etc.
Moreover, substantial equipment, tools and other supplies will drive the ROI even higher.
Another critical component to the economic impact is the diversification of the local tax base(s)
and the indirect jobs and economic activity this project will generate.
As mentioned earlier, the project proposes to include two public infrastructure facility
developments: (1) Development of an Access Road off the only airport entrance road and (2)

Significant enhancement of Broadband through the installation of Fiber Optic facilities located
directly on the airport. The access road will provide the catalyst for opening up over 1,300
acres for private industrial, commercial, and manufacturing-based businesses/companies, most
of which would target aviation-based companies including Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul
(MRO) companies, avionics companies, small and medium-size aerospace parts manufacturing
and emerging technology instruments, etc. Jobs associated with these types of companies
provide significantly higher wages than the average wage in either of the counties, or the City
of Keystone Heights.
Moreover, the properties/sites the access road would “open up” for immediate developmentpotential are already zoned properly and are publicly owned insuring the ability to expedite
local permitting, provide local incentives to prospective businesses when appropriate, and
access additional state and federal infrastructure grants (e.g., CDBG, RIF, etc.) to leverage the
investment made through this grant. There is already an existing 12-inch water line located
within 2 miles of the airport site that could be extended to further enhance the growth
potential of the airport site. In short, the potential to recruit additional businesses to the
airport will be dramatically improved through this access road.
The second infrastructure facility is the installation of significantly enhanced Broadband that
will enable the retention and expansion of existing businesses at the KHA and also increase the
opportunities to recruit new business and industry. A major component of this project is the
installation of broadband conduit which will run adjacent to all of the existing and proposed
airport roads. One of the biggest deficiencies at the KHA, including many of the businesses
located at the airport, is the lack of high-speed Internet and telecommunications connectivity.
This is especially critical for aviation-based companies as well as for companies that have their
Corporate and/or Operational Headquarters located in locations outside of Florida or in some
cases, outside the United States. One such company is MHD Rockland, a 50-year experienced
Canadian company that is a leader in aerospace distribution, logistics and stocking distributor of
aircraft OEM parts. Rockland is projecting dramatic expansion of Hangar space to
accommodate the housing of additional aircraft and to potentially relocate their international
shipping portal to the KHA. In addition, Rockland is looking to develop a Repair Station to
complement the Maintenance Facility. All of these expansions will require significant
Broadband and High Speed Connectivity facilities. In all, the potential expansions are
anticipated to create 15-20 jobs with a range of salaries from a high of $150,000 per year to a
minimum of $45,000 per year. While this project investment will certainly go a long way in
retaining and potentially expanding the impact of MHD Rockland, this company will NOT be the
sole benefactor of the grant as the description of the ROI and job projections forecasts.
MHD Rockland, per their letter is also looking to engage in a Public/Private Partnership with the
Keystone Airport and Bradford County to develop an airfield side multi-purpose building to
house a fire station, EMS responders and a small portion to house significant IT equipment.
This facility is expected to generate a private investment of $400,000-500,000 to construct the

facility which will create additional jobs for support and operations of the new Fire/EMS
Station.
The Airport currently has three (3) types of Land Use designations established in Bradford
County, Florida which are conducive to diversified economic development:
1) Public (994 acres, more or less);
2) Commercial (20 acres, more or less);
3) Industrial (296 acres, more or less);
These three land uses offer a diverse range for any number of businesses to quickly “set up
shop” and be prepared to start development knowing the proper zoning is already in place.
Also, with the recent addition of a 12-inch water line approximately two (2) miles south of this
Airport site, there is an indication of potential growth in this area.
A critical aspect to this proposal is the expressed, codified cooperation among the three
governmental entities. There already exists an Inter-local Agreement between Bradford County
and the City of Keystone Heights (owner of the airport) related to Land Use, Zoning and
Development Issues (Inter-local Agreement follows). In addition, both parties are in the
process of amending this Inter-local Agreement to address the issue of maintenance of the
anticipated infrastructure derived from this grant (Please see attached letter of explanation
following this page from the Bradford County attorney, a copy of the current/existing InterLocal Agreement, and a draft of the Proposed Amendment to the existing Inter-Local
Agreement which is expected to be approved by both governing bodies within the next
month).
It is worth reiterating that both of these infrastructure components are needed and
complement one another. Most important, while this investment will certainly go a long way in
retaining and potentially expanding the impact of MHD Rockland, they will NOT be the sole
benefactor of the grant. The access road will open up tremendous development potential for
other aviation-based businesses to be recruited, including supply chain providers. The
Broadband upgrades will also serve the needs of other existing businesses including the College
of Missionary Aviation, the Florida International Rally and Motorsports Park, and a sky-diving
school; these entities are discussed in detail later in the grant. The airport is also adjacent to an
existing Residential Summer Camp (Camo Crystal Lake) as well as Bradford County and Clay
County residential areas that will directly benefit from the enhanced Broadband facilities.
Moreover, there are plans to locate an on-site, aviation training academy to compliment the
aviation curriculum currently offered at Oakleaf High School encouraging career paths in
aviation-based occupations and developing a pipeline of workforce talent for prospective
businesses.

Attachment: Page 2, Section 1-B “Infrastructure Location”
•
•
•
•

Map #1 - Airport
Map #2 – Road Improvement
Map #3 – Fiber Conduit Improvement
Map #4 – Future Land Use Map

MAP 1

Bradford County Grant
Map Insert #2
Depicting the proposed the “New Airport West Side Access Road” and installation of Broadband
conduit. Red arrows and a purple line marking proposed Phase II of the new access road as
well as Broadband conduit which will run adjacent to the road.

MAP 2

Bradford County Grant
Map Insert #3
The attached map depicts the fiber conduit which will be installed adjacent to the existing and
proposed roads.

Attachment: Page 3, Section 1-G, “Economic Benefits and NAICS”
G. Provide a detailed description of, and quantitative evidence demonstrating
how the proposed public infrastructure project will promote:
- Economic recovery in specific regions of the state;
- Economic diversification; or
- Economic enhancement of a Targeted Industry (View Florida’s Targeted
Industries here)
- Describe how the project will promote specific job growth. Include a
description of the number of jobs that will be retained or created, and
in which industry(ies) the new net jobs will be created using the North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes. Where
applicable you may list specific businesses that will retain or create jobs
or make capital investment.
- Provide a detailed explanation of how the public infrastructure
improvements will connect to a broader economic development vision
for the community and benefit additional current or future businesses.
Keystone Heights Airpark (KHA), one of Bradford County’s greatest assets, has no less than
three growing businesses with successful records which will be listed in greater detail below.
But first we need to address the diversification aspect of this project. KHA has been diligently
making infrastructure improvements for years. Even during the recession, KHA continued to
incrementally enhance infrastructure in support of these industries. The potential number of
new job creation is impossible to capture due to the endless opportunities the new access road
and broadband will bring to the newly accessible 1,300 + acres, plus the numerous types of jobs
available in the aviation industry and how they can spin off into other industries such as race
car engine mechanics. (Please see NAICS list that follows.) Aerospace and Aviation is one of
Florida’s Target Industries which pays above average wages. The aviation retained and created
jobs in this narrative have a range of $45,000 to $150,000.
The following details the retention and expansion opportunities from three specific companies
located at the airport and also details the NAICS codes of potential jobs that could be generated
from these companies as well as from new businesses that could be recruited to locate at the
KHA should the infrastructure improvements be realized.

MHD-Rockland:
MHD-Rockland is planning to have P-3C Orion aircraft stationed at 42J. The aircraft are to be
utilized for a United States Navy contract to conduct flight training for Foreign Military flight
crews.
The current hanger at 7110 Airport Road that they have leased is used as the primary
Maintenance Depot for eight AP-3C Orion aircraft. To-date, MHD-Rockland has invested
approximately $65,000 on improvements and updates to the existing building. M H D has also
invested in securing a general contractor to plan the expansion of the facility by an additional
18,000 square feet of usable hanger, as well as finishing another 8,000 sq. ft. of office space,
along with bringing the entire building up to current building code. The expected cost of the
expansion will exceed $1.4 Million.
MHD-Rockland has also completed the installation of AT&T Fiber Optic to the 7110 Airport Road
Location. KHA has installed a 100/100 dedicated fiber optic line for use. The cost of the
installation was approximately $80,000.
As MHD awaits the final approval for the aircraft from the United States Department of State,
they have completed the planning for the maintenance depot and personnel. They will be
initially hiring six to seven personnel with salaries ranging from $150,000 per year down to
$45,000.00 per year for the maintenance facility.
In addition to the Maintenance Facility, MHD-Rockland is also looking to relocate their
international shipping portal from Crofton, Maryland to 42J. They have already begun the
interview process and are expecting to initially hire four people with an average salary of
$45,000 per year. The facility will require between 12,000 and 20,000 square feet of
warehouse / storage and office space with temperature and humidity control.
The last component of the expected expansion at 42J is the construction of an FAA approved
Repair Station to complement the Maintenance Facility, and the company as a whole. The
Repair Station will require a substantial facility investment, installation of hard items such as an
OSHA Certified Paint Booth, expanding Electrical facilities, and greatly expanded environmental
controls, not to mention several hundred thousand dollars on equipment and tools. The
estimated cost is $500,000. MHD-Rockland expects to have between four and six employees in
the repair station with an average salary of $50,000 per year, and require around 10,000 square
feet for the facility.
In recent discussions, MHD-Rockland has discussed the possibility of entering into a PublicPrivate Partnership with the Keystone Airport in regard to an airfield side fire station. The
primary reason this is of interest to MHD-Rockland is due to the difference in insurance pricing
for the eight primary aircraft they will have on-site and in transit for training flights. They have
discussed the building cost with a General Contractor and are looking at a $400,000 investment
in a building similar to the new fire station that Bradford County is having built on SR100. They
are still awaiting the final cost differential from an aircraft insurer to review the ROI for such an

investment. If the ROI can be realized in a reasonable time frame, MHD-Rockland will pursue
this joint venture. An added benefit to the new fire station is that a portion would be utilized to
house the new high-speed IT equipment for the airport which would eliminate KHA from having
to build a separate building.
The Florida International Rally & Motorsport (FIRM) Park
The FIRM is the premier action sports facility in Florida. They offer rally and road racing driver
training, security and military tactical driver training, a full-service outdoor event facility and
more. The FIRM employs approximately 10 full-time employees with the ability to contract for
additional experts for training and special events.
International Security Academy is the number one choice for many government branches for
ATV/UTV rider training, SUV performance-driving skills, challenging obstacle course driving
practice, force-on-force and more.
The International Security Academy (ISA) has trained our nation’s elite Special Operations
Forces from all branches of military service, government agencies and private security firms. ISA
staff has decades of experience in presenting a broad array of specialized training in rally
driving, ATV riding, SUV and off-road vehicle dynamics along with extensive experience in
firearms and combative training.
The International Security Academy utilizes the state-of-the-art facilities at The Florida
International Rally and Motorsport Park (The FIRM) and the Keystone Heights Airpark, a
certified Static and Free Fall Drop Zone, for its unique training and driving experience
curriculum.
ISA provides high-performance instruction with unique driving experiences on The FIRM’s more
than 20 miles of multi-surface track, trail and road courses. Our facility is the only one of its
kind that includes true European-style rally stages and custom designed training that can
incorporate driving or riding on dirt, sand, and gravel as well as tarmac.
By combining the extensive military, security and driving experience of the International
Security Academy with the extensive facilities at The FIRM, ISA is uniquely positioned to provide
the multidisciplinary training and field experience that is essential to prepare teams for duty in
the most difficult and challenging situations. Training is offered in both two-wheel drive and
four-wheel drive vehicles with low and high centers of gravity as well as utilizing ATVs and LTATVs (side by sides) and dynamic shooting and combative packages.
ISA has past-performance experience training U.S. Military SOCOM units in all of these offerings
and we can provide customized turn-key training packages based on client objectives. We can
provide use of our facility for Full Mission Profile exercises including, but not limited to, food,
vehicle and weapon caches with multiple waypoints, a configurable urban village (CUV) and live
and simulated firing ranges.

What makes ISA so unique is our ability to provide training on a multitude of surfaces and in a
variety of environments. Our facility provides tarmac, gravel, sand, dirt, densely forested areas,
water crossings, difficult winching challenges and other obstacles, we also offer performance
driving packages unmatched by any other facility in North America. This allows ISA to adapt the
facility in a variety of configurations for tactical field training exercises and thus enhancing the
Warfighter’s tactical toolbox.
Most of our courses are multi-day courses designed around a specific deployment requirement.
We offer training from a single, dynamic one-day course to multi-week long courses covering
high-performance driving for the security professional. Topics include but are not limited to
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2 to 1 instruction
Customized day and night driver training
Evasive driving techniques
Vehicle dynamics with sedans, light trucks and SUVs
Man down drills
Classroom instruction
Weapons experience
Custom tailored training

The FIRM facilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

430 acres of action and motorsports
Miles and miles of paved, gravel and off-road tracks
Six rally course stages
Supermoto track
Half-mile paved karting road course
Shooting center with ranges (pistol & carbine)
Safari & obstacle courses
6,000 sq. ft race/tune shop
Two student classrooms
Private garages and storage

College of Missionary Aviation:
The College of Missionary Aviation provides high school graduates or equivalent, streamlined,
professional and economical education and flight training that meets or exceeds the
requirements of the FAA and faith-based mission organizations. There is a balanced focus on
safety, professional standards as it relates to serving faith-based missions.
Besides training pilots to serve faith-based missions around the world, the College also trains
Airframe and Powerplant students in conjunction with Harvest Aviation in Wachula, Florida.
Harvest Aviation is a missionary organization that trains A&P students for missionary service

and also utilizes pilots to fly missionary flights around the Bahamas and the Caribbean. Harvest
Aviation has agreed to pursue a remote A&P operation at KHA to recruit potential A&P
students.
The management of the College of Missionary Aviation recognizes the need to expand their
airport facilities to accommodate their growth of up to 100 students. They have requested
leasing 3 additional properties for a term of 30 years. The College has made improvements to
the airport property in excess of $250,000 and are operating 9 aircraft with more to come. Two
of those 9 aircraft are in rebuild and are expected to come online during 2018. The College has
a 3-year plan for construction and infrastructure improvements totaling a $1,000,000 to their
leased airport property. The College estimates their economic impact by 2020 will be $3
million.

Targeted NAICS Code positions related to industry and business targets
include:
AIRCRAFT RELATED JOBS
314999 Aircraft tie-down strap assemblies (except leather) manufacturing
326211 Aircraft tire manufacturing
331318 Automotive or aircraft wire and cable made in aluminum wire drawing
plants
331420 Aircraft and automotive wire or cable made from purchased copper in wire
drawing plants
331491 Aircraft and automotive wire and cable (except aluminum, copper) made
from purchased nonferrous metals (except aluminum, copper) in wire drawing plants
332312 Landing mats, aircraft, metal, manufacturing
332510 Aircraft hardware, metal, manufacturing
332912 Pneumatic aircraft subassemblies manufacturing
332912 Hydraulic aircraft subassemblies manufacturing
332912 Fluid power aircraft subassemblies manufacturing
332994 Aircraft artillery manufacturing
333611 Gas turbines (except aircraft) manufacturing
333611 Turbines (except aircraft) manufacturing
333612 Reduction gears and gear units (except aircraft power transmission
equipment, automotive) manufacturing
333612 Gears, power transmission (except aircraft, motor vehicle), manufacturing
333613 Joints, universal (except aircraft, motor vehicle), manufacturing
333613 Joints, swivel (except aircraft, motor vehicle), manufacturing

333613 Ball joints (except aircraft, motor vehicle) manufacturing
333613 Universal joints (except aircraft, motor vehicle) manufacturing
333618 Internal combustion engines (except aircraft, nondiesel automotive,
nondiesel truck) manufacturing
333618 Gasoline engines (except aircraft, automotive, truck) manufacturing
333618 Engines, internal combustion (except aircraft, nondiesel automotive),
manufacturing
333923 Hoists (except aircraft loading) manufacturing
333924 Aircraft loading hoists manufacturing
333924 Aircraft engine cradles manufacturing
333924 Hoists, aircraft loading, manufacturing
333999 Aircraft carrier catapults manufacturing
334511 Wheel position indicators and transmitters, aircraft, manufacturing
334511 Aircraft flight instruments (except engine instruments) manufacturing
334514 Totalizing meters (except aircraft), consumption registering, manufacturing
334519 Thermocouples (except industrial process, aircraft type, glass vacuum)
manufacturing
334519 Aircraft engine instruments manufacturing
334519 Testers for checking hydraulic controls on aircraft manufacturing
334519 Pressure and vacuum indicators, aircraft engine, manufacturing
334519 Fuel totalizers, aircraft engine, manufacturing
334519 Fuel system instruments, aircraft, manufacturing
334519 Fuel mixture indicators, aircraft engine, manufacturing
334519 Thrust power indicators, aircraft engine, manufacturing
334519 Fuel densitometers, aircraft engine, manufacturing
335312 Generators for storage battery chargers (except internal combustion engine
and aircraft) manufacturing
336320 Aircraft lighting fixtures manufacturing
336360 Seat belts, motor vehicle and aircraft, manufacturing
336360 Aircraft seats manufacturing
336411 Aircraft conversions (i.e., major modifications to system)
336411 Gliders (i.e., aircraft) manufacturing
336411 Developing and producing prototypes for aircraft
336411 Blimps (i.e., aircraft) manufacturing
336411 Aircraft rebuilding (i.e., restoration to original design specifications)
336411 Unmanned and robotic aircraft manufacturing
336411 Aircraft overhauling

336411 Ultra light aircraft manufacturing
336411 Aircraft manufacturing
336411 Target drones, aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Aircraft turbines manufacturing
336412 Internal combustion engines, aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Aircraft engine rebuilding
336412 Gasoline engines, aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Aircraft engine overhauling
336412 Gasoline engine parts (except carburetors, pistons, piston rings, valves),
aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Aircraft engine and engine parts (except carburetors, pistons, piston rings,
valves) manufacturing
336412 Gas turbines, aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Engines and engine parts, aircraft (except carburetors, pistons, piston rings,
valves), manufacturing
336412 Rocket engines, aircraft, manufacturing
336412 Developing and producing prototypes for aircraft engines and engine parts
336412 Jet propulsion and internal combustion engines and parts, aircraft,
manufacturing
336413 Aircraft fuselage wing tail and similar assemblies manufacturing
336413 Tow targets, aircraft, manufacturing
336413 Aircraft control surface assemblies manufacturing
336413 Targets, trailer type, aircraft, manufacturing
336413 Aircraft brakes manufacturing
336413 Joints, universal, aircraft, manufacturing
336413 Aircraft auxiliary parts (e.g., crop dusting, external fuel tanks, inflight
refueling equipment) manufacturing
336413 Developing and producing prototypes for aircraft parts (except engines) and
auxiliary equipment
336413 Aircraft assemblies, subassemblies, and parts (except engines)
manufacturing
336413 Aircraft wheels manufacturing
336413 Aircraft propellers and parts manufacturing
336413 Universal joints, aircraft, manufacturing
423690 Electronic aircraft instruments merchant wholesalers
423830 Internal combustion engines (except aircraft, nondiesel automotive,
nondiesel truck) merchant wholesalers

423830 Engines, internal combustion (except aircraft, automotive), merchant
wholesalers
423860 Aircraft equipment and supplies merchant wholesalers
423860 Aircraft engines and parts merchant wholesalers
423860 Engines and parts, aircraft, merchant wholesalers
423860 Aircraft merchant wholesalers
424720 Fueling aircraft (except on contract basis), merchant wholesalers
424720 Fuel, aircraft, merchant wholesalers (except bulk stations, terminals)
441228 Used aircraft dealers
441228 Aircraft dealers
481211 Aircraft charter services, passenger
481219 Aircraft charter services (i.e., general purpose aircraft used for a variety of
specialty air and flying services)
488119 Parking services, aircraft
488119 Hangar rental, aircraft
488119 Aircraft parking service
488119 Aircraft hangar rental
488190 Testing services, aircraft
488190 Aircraft ferrying services
488190 Maintenance and repair services, aircraft (except factory conversion, factory
overhaul, factory rebuilding)
488190 Inspection services, aircraft
488190 Fueling aircraft on a contract or fee basis
488190 Aircraft testing services
488190 Aircraft maintenance and repair services (except factory conversion, factory
overhaul, factory rebuilding)
488190 Aircraft inspection services
532411 Aircraft rental or leasing without operator
561720 Janitorial services, aircraft
561720 Aircraft janitorial services
811420 Aircraft upholstery repair
926120 Aircraft inspection, government

Attachment Page 3, Section 2-A “Commencement Date & Days to Complete
Provide the proposed commencement date and number of days required to
complete construction of the public infrastructure project.
There are two infrastructure components to this application, a new airport access road and
installation of fiber optic cable for enhanced broadband connectivity. Therefore, for ease of
understanding, the proposed commencement date and number of days to complete
construction for each activity have been categorized separately.
For each component the work can begin immediately upon confirmation of project being
funded and/or formal execution of the grant between DEO and Bradford County. The design
and construction timelines are:
NEW ACCESS ROAD
Development, Survey and Bidding of Engineering/Design of Access Road:
1. Survey - 3 months or approximately 90 days
2. Design - 4 months or approximately 120 days
3. Permitting - 3 months or approximately 90 days
4. Bidding - 2 months or approximately 60 days
Construction of Access Road
•

9 months or approximately 270 days

INSTALLATION OF FIBER OPTIC CONDUIT
Upon notice of award of grant and formal execution with DEO:
Development, Survey and Bidding of Engineering/Design of Fiber Optic Installation:
•

Engineering for fiber conduits would take approximately two months. The installation of
all conduit would be in parallel and part of the site (road) infrastructure improvements.
Possibly even the same contractor. Permits are concurrent with site work, two months.

•

Engineering by and for AT&T customers would be implemented on an as needed basis.
AT&T has limited fiber infrastructure to the site presently. Activation of services would
be as contracted with AT&T by each user. Quicker installations are made possible by
having preinstalled conduits to all potential customer locations which will significantly
reduce the costs. For broadband based economic development prospects, this would
be considered a “Site Ready” incentive to locate there over a competing site without
broadband availability.

Proposed multi-use Bradford County Fire and EMS facility would also house IT equipment in a
small portion of the building.

Page 3, Section 2-B: “Permits Required”
The following permits are required for the public infrastructure:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Building and Electrical for Data/First Responder Building - 7 to 14 business days
Special Permit for Essential Services - Proposed Tower - 30 to 60 days
Site Plan and Development approval for proposed building - 7 to 14 business days
Site Plan and Development approval for “Access Road II” - 7 to 14 business days
Letter form Keystone Airpark Authority granting Bradford County the authority to
build “New West Side Access Road” - 30 to 60 days
Bradford County Right of Way Utility permit - 7 to 14 business days

7)

Permits for fiber optic conduit installation are concurrent with site work – 30 days

Page 4, Section 2-C “Permit Status”
Detail whether permits have been secured, and if not, detail the timeline for
securing these permits. Additionally, if any required permits are local permits,
will these permits be prioritized?
The required permits (detailed in items 1-7 above) have not yet been secured. There is a cost
incurred to do the engineering, design and permitting fee by each permitting entity. Bradford
County will submit all permits upon notification of the grant award and will expedite all local
permit applications.
Through a pre-application permit meeting, St. Johns River Water Management District
(SJRWMD) has verbally agreed to expedite the Stormwater Permit contingent on having a
subsequent pre-application meeting with Bradford County and its permit application preparers.
Any required Local Permits will be given the highest priority and expedited. Where statutorily
possible, the local permitting entity will waive fees.

Page 4, Section 2-D “Land Use & Zoning”
What is the future land use and zoning designation on the proposed site of the
infrastructure improvements and will the improvements conform to those uses?
The following are the current Land Use and Zoning designations for this proposed project:
1)

Public (Land Use);

2)

Agricultural-2 (Zoning)

The following proposed infrastructure improvements are considered a major capital improvement and
are defined as Public Building and Facilities under the Bradford County Land Development Regulations
(BCLDR) Book. Said improvements conform to and are a permitted use under the BCLDR.
1)

West side airport access road;

2)

Data/First Responders building;

3)

Site Utilities Improvements:

4)

Telecommunications and internet services.

Please see the following relevant pages of Bradford County’s Comprehensive Plan and Land
Development Regulations related to the above land uses and Zoning.

Attachment: Page 4, Section 1-H “Additional Information”
The Keystone Heights Airport is uniquely positioned in that the airport campus covers two counties
(Bradford and Clay counties) and one city (Keystone Heights); as a result, this project will directly benefit
the job growth, local economies, and the residents of three communities. In particular, this project will
enable existing airport-based businesses to benefit as well as enable a vast amount of highly
developable land to be “opened-up” for business recruitment in at least three (3) Qualified Targeted
Industries for the State of Florida including Aviation/Aerospace, InfoTech, and a range of potential
Manufacturing and Advanced Manufacturing opportunities.
Without these important infrastructure improvements, the hard fought-for investments Bradford
County, Florida Department of Transportation, MHD Rockland, and others have made will not be
completed for some time. The Florida Jobs Growth Grant Fund is a one-time opportunity to advance the
completion of two very significant infrastructure projects that will make Bradford County competitive on
several different levels. It will provide Broadband to business customers at the airport, incentivize
prospects to locate there and enhance airport administration activities. Our community cannot
emphasize enough how important this project is! Please give every consideration to funding the project
request for $2,300,000.

Additional Information and Documentation:
•
•
•
•
•

Bradford County Board of County Commissioners Resolution 2017-27
Keystone Airpark Authority Letter of Support
City of Keystone Heights Letter of Support
Camp Crystal Lake Letter of Support
MHD-ROCKLAND Letter of Support

September 5, 2017
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
Re: Florida Jobs Growth Grant Fund
Keystone Airpark Authority Broadband & New Access Road Project

On behalf of the Keystone Airpark Authority (KAA), commercial businesses and tenants
at the Keystone airport, I am excited to share with you that we are 100% in favor of the
infrastructure grant. The KAA is confident that having the resources in place included
within this grant will provide an incentive for potential businesses to seriously consider
starting or moving their companies to this area.

We realize the proposed infrastructure grant will facilitate not only the installation of
high-speed and reliable communications resources for businesses but also a new
access road to locations that are suitable for immediate development. This is a win-win
for Bradford and Clay counties, City of Keystone Heights as well as the KAA, existing
commercial business and tenants.

Special thanks to you and your staff for all of the work being done to make this grant a
reality.

Sincerely,

David J. Kirkland
David J. Kirkland – Chairman
Keystone Airpark Authority

City of Keystone Heights
555 South Lawrence Blvd
Keystone Heights, Florida 32656
352.473.4807 Off 352.473.5101 Fax
July 27, 2017
TO: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
FROM: City of Keystone Heights
RE: Letter of Support
The Keystone Heights Airpark Authority along with Bradford County, Clay County and the City
of Keystone Heights are making application for the Florida Job Growth Grant Fund – Public
Infrastructure Grant. The City of Keystone Heights would like to express its full support for the
grant project. We believe the buildout of the fiber optic infrastructure at our airport will spur
economic development and create jobs in our community.
The City of Keystone Heights will assist all parties in any way we are able. The city will also
waive any and all city permit fees associated with any part of the project.
We appreciate your consideration and look forward to partnering with the Department of
Economic Opportunity to carefully grow and manage our airport through the improvement of its
infrastructure and accessibility.
Very Respectfully,

Scott Kornegay, MPA
City Manager

www.keystoneheights.us

www.twitter/cityofkeystone

www.facebook/keystoneheights

Dear Sirs,
I, Scott Burton, director of Camp Crystal Lake, Outdoor Education Center,
believe the proposed extension of fiber optic service to the Keystone Heights
airport would greatly benefit our camp and the surrounding community, and
am writing to express my full support of this project.
We are a camp & outdoor education owned by a school board. We are the
only one of our kind in the Southeast United States and only one of a very few
in the world. We see approximately 6000 students a year from diverse
socioeconomic backgrounds, as well as about 2000 of their parents. Our
programming already includes many STEM activities, mostly focused on
science, but having reliable, fast speed internet would allow us to extend our
programing to include more of technology & engineering activities. The hardwired service available to us is currently so unreliable, that we use 4G service
and this can be challenging when we have any more than a few machines
on the network at a time.
Please consider this request and support the extension of fiber optic service to
the Keystone Heights airport.
Thank You!
Sincerely,
Scott Burton
Director

Letter #27071701
Maria Gall
Keystone Heights Airport
7100 Airport Road
Starke, FL 32091
mgall@keystoneairport.com
RE: MHD-Rockland at Keystone Heights Airport
Ms. Gall,
As you know, MHD-Rockland is planning to have P-3C Orion aircraft stationed at 42J. The
aircraft are to be utilized for a United States Navy contract to conduct flight training for
Foreign Military flight crews.
The current hanger at 7110 Airport Road that we are leasing will be used as the primary
Maintenance Depot for eight AP-3C Orion aircraft. To-date, MHD-Rockland has invested
approximately $65,000 on improvements and updates to the existing building. We have
also invested in securing a general contractor that has the plans in place to expand the
facility an additional 18,000 square feet of usable hanger, as well as finishing another 8,000
sq ft. of office space, along with bringing the entire building up to current building code.
The expected cost of the expansion will exceed $1.4 Million.
As you may also be aware, MHD-Rockland has also completed the installation of AT&T Fiber
Optic to the 7110 Airport Road Location. We have installed a 100/100 dedicated fiber optic
line for our use. The cost of the installation was approximately $80,000.
As we await the final approval for the aircraft from the United States Department of State,
we have completed the planning for the maintenance depot and personnel. We will be
initially hiring six to seven intial personnel with salaries ranging from $150,000 per year
down to $45,000.00 per year for the maintenance facility.
In addition to the Maintenance Facility, MHD-Rockland has is also looking to relocate our
international shipping portal from Crofton, Maryland to 42J. We have already begun the
interview process and are expecting to initially hire four people with an average salary of
$45,000 per year. The facility will require between 12,000 and 20,000 square feet of
warehouse / storage and office space with temperature and humidity control.

The last component of the expected expansion at 42J is the construction of an FAA
approved Repair Station to complement the Maintenance Facility, and the company as a
whole. The Repair Station will require a substantial facility investment, installation of hard
items such as OSHA Certified Paint Booth, expanding Electrical facilities, and greatly
expanded environmental controls, not to mention several hundred thousand dollars on
equipment and tools. MHD-Rockland would expect to have between four and six employees
in the repair station with an average salary of $50,000 per year, and require around 10,000
square feet for the facility.
In recent discussions, MHD-Rockland has discussed the possibility of entering into a PublicPrivate Partnership with the Keystone Airport in regard to an airfield side fire station. The
primary reason this is of interest to MHD-Rockland is due to the difference in insurance
pricing for the eight primary aircraft we will have on-site and in transit for training flights.
We have discussed the building cost with our General Contractor and understand we are
looking at a $400,000 investment in a building similar to the new fire station that Bradford
County is having built on SR100. We are still awaiting the final cost differential from our
aircraft insurer to review the ROI for such an investment. If the ROI can be realized in a
reasonable time frame, MHD-Rockland will pursue this joint venture.
If you have any further questions, or need clarification, please do not hesitiate to ask.
Kind regards,

Todd Falconer
Senior Program Manager
MHD-Rockland
Todd.Falconer@MHDRockland.com

Attachment: Page 6, Section 3-C “Budget Narrative”
This grant will provide vital infrastructure upgrades to the airpark at Keystone Heights. Keystone Heights
Airport and Bradford County have worked toward these airport infrastructure improvements for almost
5 years by cobbling together whatever financial resources could be identified. The need for high-speed
Internet connectivity was identified in 2012. It has taken time and a great deal resourcefulness to
obtain funds for both Internet improvements and the new West Side Airport Access Road. Currently
there is only one way in and one way out of Keystone Airport. This is extremely dangerous for
emergency responders who may have to respond to fires, medical emergencies or terrorism. The
Florida Department of Transportation has funded Phase I new Airport West Side Access Road which is
depicted on Map 2 in orange. Phase II will complete the portion in light blue as well as the short yellow
section which intersects with Hwy. 100 which will provide the much needed additional access to the
airport.
High-speed Internet is no longer a luxury; it has become a necessity in today’s modern world of highspeed connectivity. Keystone Airport management and others have reported that calls from corporate
prospects end once they are informed there is no high-speed Internet connectivity available. Although
Bradford County has invested the following in Broadband, the actual conduit and connectors need to be
installed along all of the new and existing airport access roads.
The following are Bradford County’s Broadband Investments which have already been obtained for a
total of $554,000:
-Fiber Ring in Starke providing access to all county and city agencies. $ 84,000.00
-3 data communications towers providing high speed connectivity to all three remote sectors in the
county. These towers also provide signal amplification and digitized VHF signals for backhaul to our 911
center. Tower in Keystone Heights provides high speed access to county operation located on premise
$400,000.00.
-Partnered with Santa Fe College to provide tower and colocation space at Keystone Heights. This
provides transport service of high speed Internet and data to the college’s three facilities in
Starke. Santa Fe further utilizes our main Starke tower to distribute the data via wireless. This
partnership has many in-kind benefits.
-High speed dual microwave connection from main tower in Starke to Ben Hill Griffin Stadium. This
provides both primary and secondary high speed Internet connectivity. This connection is secured by
both an Interlocal Agreement with the University of Florida as well as Bradford County being a full
member in Florida LambdaRail. $ 60,000.00 investment in equipment and $ 10,000.00 in membership
fee to Florida LambdaRail. Braford County is the second county in the state to participate in LambdaRail,
Palm Beach County being the first.
-ATT will be assisting with engineering design and will build out fiber at the airport as customer needs
arise. This public/private initiative has in-kind benefits.
The new access road and Broadband will advance the opportunities for one of Bradford County’s biggest
asset. This grant would facilitate the expansion, retention and recruitment of targeted aerospace
industries at this facility as well as in this region. The grant would specifically address

telecommunications and Internet service infrastructure, and the vital new access road improvements.
This is highly beneficial not only to the Keystone Heights Airport but to the surrounding areas as well.
The availability for these integral improvements would also be a driving force in promoting peripheral
growth. The Keystone Heights Airport currently leases property to various operations, The College of
Missionary Aviation, The Florida International Rally and Motorsports Park and a sky diving school. The
Airport is also adjacent to an existing Residential Summer Camp (Camp Crystal Lake) for the Children of
Alachua County that could possible benefit from this grant. These facilities provide for corporate
retreats, educational symposiums, training events for youth and adults as well as many other important
functions.
MHD – ROCKLAND
The major employer at Keystone Heights Airport is MHD-Rockland which has made a number of
investments to support their expansion. Rockland invest $65,000 for improvements and updates to
their existing building. Their general contractor has planned an 18,000 sq. ft. new hangar at a cost of
$1,400,000. They have installed 100/100 dedicated fiber optic at a cost of $80,000. And a second
addition to the component of the expansion is a Repair Station at a cost of $500,000. In order to cut
their insurance costs they have a $400,000 investment in a multi-purpose building for fire protection,
EMS and a small portion to house IT equipment. MHD-Rockland has already invested or budgeted for
the investment listed for a total of $2,445,000.
The estimated total cost of this project is $6,599,000. With this award of approximately $2,300,000 plus
the combination of private and public-sector funding of $4,549,000, the total project is funded. Please
see Section 3, page 6 of the application, Items A. & B. for the breakout of funding.
The Keystone Heights Airport is uniquely positioned in that the airport campus covers two counties
(Bradford and Clay counties) and one city (Keystone Heights); as a result, this project will directly benefit
the job growth, local economies, and the residents of three communities. In particular, this project will
enable existing airport-based businesses to benefit as well as enable a vast amount of highly
developable land to be “opened-up” for business recruitment in at least three (3) Qualified Targeted
Industries for the State of Florida including Aviation/Aerospace, InfoTech, and a range of potential
Manufacturing and Advanced Manufacturing opportunities.
The Florida Department of Transportation has already funded multi-year awards for the “New West Side
Access Road” for a total sum of $1,300,000.
Without these important infrastructure improvements, the hard fought-for investments Bradford
County, Florida Department of Transportation, MHD Rockland, and others have made will not be
completed for some time. The Florida Jobs Growth Grant Fund is a one-time opportunity to advance the
completion of two very significant infrastructure projects that will make Bradford County competitive on
several different levels. It will provide Broadband to business customers at the airport, incentivize
prospects to locate there and enhance airport administration activities. Our community cannot
emphasize enough how important this project is! Please give every consideration to funding the project
request for $2,300,000.

Bradford County’s Contribution Itemized
Starke Fiber Ring

$84,000

Keystone Heights 911 Tower

$400,000

High-speed connection to Lambda Rail

$ 70,000

Sub-Total

$554,000

MHD-ROCKLAND Contribution Itemized
Building Improvements

$ 65,000

Fiber Optic Improvements

$ 80,000
Sub-Total

$145,000

College of Missionary Aviation
Improvements to Keystone Airport

$250,000

Sub-Total

$250,000

Florida Department of Transportation
Funded “New West Side Access Road”

$1,300,000

Sub-Total

$1,300,000

OTHER FUNDING TOTAL
FJGGF REQUEST

$2,249,000
$2,300,000

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

$4,549,000

Attachment: Page 6, Section 4-C “Evidence of Authority”
•

Bradford County Board of County Commissioners Resolution 2017-27

PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT PROPOSAL

l, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I have express authority to sign this proposalon behalf of the

above-described entity and to the best of my knowledge, that alldata and information submitted in
proposal is truthful and accurate and no materialfact has been omitted.
Name of Governmental Entity'

Bradford county Board of county commissioners

..
Representative Sig natu re:

Signature

oate:

-J,/ \1 ,/ X

Ross Chandler, Chairman

